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UrbanSim Basics
UrbanSim Basics
Open source urban simulation system (OPUS)
Support for planning and analysis of urban development
Interactions between land use, transportation, the economy, the
environment, etc
Python based modularized architecture to facilitate the insertion of
plug-ings
Microsimulation, agent-based, approach
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Context
Context
SustainCity: Brussels case study
Current dataset not yet available
Proceed to a preliminary study and identify potential problems
arising with the software
Incomplete (and old) dataset for Brussels
Use the latest Developper version
Start from the san_antonio_zone project and adapt it to the
Brussels dataset
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Software Architecture
Software Architecture
Layer construction:
urbansim (general layer)
urbansim_zone (zone layer)
brussels_zone (project layer)
Strict predominance between layers: child, parent files
Python code and .xml above layer:
urbansim.xml: model general specifications, database
connections,...
urbansim_zone.xml: model parameters
brussels_zone.xml: model specific configuration (variable set)
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Data
UrbanSim Data Cache Format
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Data
Tools to Manage Data
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Data
Database Connection (Importation, Exportation)
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Models
Models Definition
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Models
Variable Library
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Models
Variable (and/or Indicator) Creation
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Models
Model Parameters
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Model Estimation
Model Estimation
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Model Estimation
Model Estimation: Errors...
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Model Estimation
Model Estimation (Continued)
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Model Estimation
Model Coefficients
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Model Estimation
Model Specification
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Model Estimation
Model Estimation: Facts
Special attention has to be paid on xxx_id (zone_id,
building_id, household_id, etc.) variables: links between
different tables, aggregations
Error messages when missing data:
Some tables are mandatory for the zone version of UrbanSim:
www.urbansim.org:
Some mandatory entries
Specific employment_sector_groups: the submodels of the
employment_location_choicemodel have to be adapted
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Model Estimation
Model Estimation: Facts (Continued)
To be able to estimate a submodel, your dataset must contain
sufficient data from the considered type
No capital letters in your table names and entries
The formatting of your data is important, no entries with empty
values
Your dataset must contain the coefficients and specifications of
the used models and some UrbanSim constants (here 14
additional tables):
annual_household_relocation_rates table for the
household_relocation model
annual_employment_relocation_rates table for the
employment_relocation model
...
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation (Continued)
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation (Continued)
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation (Continued)
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation: Errors...
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation (Continued)
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Model Simulation
Model Simulation: Facts
Some models have to be run together (i.e. the
household_relocationmodel has to be run before the
household_location_choicemodel)
Some models cannot be deleted because mandatory
In the current version, control totals are used:
annual_household_control_totals
annual_employment_control_totals
but fertility and mortality models can be used in addition to that.
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results: Data
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results: Indicators
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results: Indicators (Continued)
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results: Indicators (Continued)
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results
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Simulation Results
Simulation Results (Continued)
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What Works
Models that Work
household_transition model
employment_transition model
household_relocation model
household_location_choice model
employment_relocation model
employment_location_choice model
distribute_unplaced_jobs model
scheduled_development_events model
scheduled_employment_events model
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What Still Does Not Work
What Still Does Not Work
Development Project Location Choice Model:
Dependent on your specific building_types
Lack of data...
Dataset used for estimation: development_event_history
Must have sufficient data for each submodel to be estimated
residential_units_capacity> residential_units
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What Still Does Not Work
What Still Does Not Work (Continued)
Real Estate Price Model:
Different building_types dataset
Specific submodel for each building_type
Tried to simplify or remove some submodels to cope to the
Brussels case and to the specific building_types
However, some specificities of the San Antonio project remain...
Dataset concerned here for estimation: buildings and
building_types
Outcome of the model:
building.average_value_per_unit
The same kind of problem must have appeared in the other case
studies (Zurich, Paris)
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What Still Does Not Work
What Remains to Do with the New Data
What Remains to Do with the New Data:
Results visualization
Integration of Matsim add-on: more precise transportation
simulation aspects
Python↔ Java
Communication
Data transfer
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